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ABSTRACT

We explore how the convergence of the digital and physical
into hybrid products leads to new possibilities for
customization. We report on a technology probe, a hybrid
advent calendar with both paper form and digital layers of
content, both of which were designed to be customizable.
We reveal how over two hundred active users adapted its
physical and digital aspects in various ways, some
anticipated and familiar, but others surprising. This leads us
to contribute concepts to help understand and design for
hybrid customization – the idea of broad customization
spanning physical and digital; end-to-end customization by
different stakeholders along the value chain for a product;
and the combination of these into customization maps.
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INTRODUCTION

The idea of physical-digital hybridization has been present
in HCI research for decades, running as a thread through
ubiquitous computing [41]; tangible and embedded
interfaces [18, 23]; augmented reality [4]; and discussions
of making and crafting [21, 38]. This has led to various
notions of hybridity including hybrid materials [10, 40],
hybrid artefacts [8] and hybrid user experiences [9].
As part of this, previous research has explored how physical
artefacts can acquire value through the accretion of digital
layers of information. The TOTeM project used Internet of
Things technologies to associate second-hand products in
charity shops with stories of previous ownership [6]. The
Significant Objects project explored how thrift store
products could dramatically increase in value when
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associated with fictional stories [20]. The Carolan acoustic
guitar progressively acquired multiple and personalised
layers of digital information as it passed among players [8].
A study of the lives of wargaming miniatures revealed how
physical models became associated with digital stories of
their making and use over their lifetimes [14].
There are also indications that the value of digitally-native
products can be enhanced by associating them with physical
materials. While online availability has transformed the
distribution of music, there has been a parallel upsurge of
interest in vinyl. Perhaps physicality remains an important
aspect of experiencing music, adding value to what is
otherwise cheaply and digitally available on the Internet?
Inspired by these observations, we explore how physicaldigital hybridization enables products to acquire value as
they pass along a value chain from manufacturer to
consumer. We use the term hybrid product to refer to
physical-digital artefacts that are manufactured, distributed,
sold and consumed. We are interested in how their
hybridity enables physical and digital customization by
various stakeholders that progressively adds value to them.
A second key idea that underlies our paper is therefore that
of customization. This is traditionally an important driver
for differentiating and adding value to products [28]. The
related concept of personalization (in which products are
automatically tailored by algorithms rather than being
manually tailored as they are with customization [3, 36])
underpins many digital services, notably social media. As
we shall discuss further later, customization has been a
longstanding concern of HCI, from tailoring office software
[30] through to making, crafting and hacking [25].
In what follows we explore how hybrid products can be
physically and digitally customized. What kinds of physical
and digital customization are possible? How might they add
value? Who might undertake them, why and on behalf of
whom? And how might we design hybrid products to be
open to customization? We report on a technology probe –
a paper-based hybrid product in the form of a customizable
advent calendar. We reveal how different stakeholders
customised its physical and digital aspects in various ways,
some anticipated, but others surprising. Our findings inform
new concepts to help understand and design for hybrid
customization – the idea of broad customization; end-toend customization; and the combination of these into
customization maps.

METHOD

DESIGN OF THE HYBRID ADVENT CALENDAR

We follow the method of technology probes. According to
Hutchinson et al., a technology probe is an “instrument that
is deployed to find out about the unknown – returning with
useful or interesting data” [22]. A technology probe
embodies a specific design idea within a prototype,
embedding inspiration within design rather than providing
inspiration for design as is the case with cultural probes
[19]. The prototype is then deployed in real contexts so as
to engage users in a design discussion. Hutchinson et al.
maintain that technology probes should balance three broad
goals: the design goal of inspiring reflection on emerging
technologies; the social science goal of appreciating needs
and desires; and the engineering goal of field-testing.

Physically, our advent calendar took the form of the
cardboard structure shown in Figures 1 and 2 that arrived in
an A3 envelope. An introduction and instructions were
provided on the outside of two cardboard flaps (with links
to a website for further instructions), which opened out to
reveal a Christmas scene that spread over two A3 pages.
The calendar came with 24 stickers (Figure 3) that could be
placed under its 24 doors. The idea behind using stickers
was to offer a simple entry-level step to customization
while also allowing the calendar to be assembled at a time
of its owner’s choosing: perhaps in one or more sessions
prior to the Advent season, or a day at a time during the 24
days leading up to Christmas, or some combination.

We alighted on the idea of a ‘hybrid advent calendar’ as
being a suitable technology probe for exploring the question
of how to customize hybrid products. Traditional physical
advent calendars are extremely commonplace and widely
consumed items while online digital calendars have grown
in popularity over recent years, providing a clear motivation
for considering some kind of hybrid product that could
bring the two together. We hoped that, as a Christmas
novelty, the calendar would be sufficiently lightweight and
fun to attract people to easily engage on a first encounter.
At the same time, we also hoped it might lead them into
deeper engagement over a period of a month or so. Finally,
the combination of a simple paper product and a mobile app
meant that we could deploy our probe at a reasonable scale.
We designed the calendar and developed the app over the
Summer of 2016 through an iterative dialogue between an
artist, technical developers and researchers. Deployment
began in November, using various channels to engage users
including directly selling it online, running workshops at a
local craft shop and a museum, running further workshops
at the Mozfest festival and at a major media organization,
and giving it away as a Christmas gift.
In methodological terms, the advent calendar was also
chosen to address Hutchinson et al’s requirements that a
good probe should be simple yet flexible, open-ended, coadaptive (i.e., adaptable by researchers and users) and
should yield useful data. The technology is relatively
straightforward, combining a simple paper product with a
downloadable mobile phone app, making it widely
deployable and usable for general consumers (with some
challenges that we discuss later). At the same time, its
content can be surprisingly complex and open ended,
potentially involving the creation of and scheduling of 24
physical and/or digital items. It therefore allows for
extensive co-adaption, with users being able to adapt both
its physical and digital forms in various ways. The calendar
also yielded rich data in terms of application logs of
patterns of use as well as many design ideas created by
users, alongside a series of interviews and observations
from workshops.

Figure 1: The Advent Calendar out of the envelope

Figure 2. The Advent Calendar opened up

Each sticker was a visual marker realised using the
Artcodes [31] implementation of Costanza’s D-Touch
technique [13]. Artcodes allows people to draw their own
markers and so sheets of blank stickers, as well as links to
instructions and tutorials, were provided so that owners
could learn to draw their own designs, rather than use our
default ones, as a further act of customization.
The calendar came with a bespoke app (Figure 4), available
via Google Play and App Store, for scanning the stickers.

By default this took the user to a series of Christmas
themed and freely available webpages that we had curated
from the Internet including: links to Christmas songs,
animations, classic movie clips, jokes, games, puzzles and
suggestions for seasonal cooking and crafting activities.
Scanning a sticker also revealed an option to customize its
content by providing a URL or uploading a photo from the
phone. The resulting customizations were stored in a local
version of the calendar (a layer of links to content) called
‘My Calendar’. This layer could be shared with other
people as a link embedded into email, text and social media.
Incoming calendar layers from other people were added to a
local list of available calendars and could be re-shared with
others. In this way, calendar owners could customize its
digital content and share it with others. We also provided a
web-based editor for creating and sharing layers.

Deployment began in mid-November and involved selling
the calendar as a product on the Etsy online store (13 sales
at a price of just under $20), running workshops for the
public at a local craft shop, a local museum, the Mozfest
festival, and at a major media organization, and distributing
the calendar as a promotional Christmas gift to friends,
colleagues and sponsors much as one might do a corporate
Christmas card. We distributed over 500 calendars in total.
We then gathered data to reveal how people had
experienced our calendar including:
• application logs gathered from the app (for users that
gave consent to logging) that paint a broad picture of how
and when people interacted with the calendar;
• an anonymous survey questionnaire distributed to active
users to provide further insights as to their thoughts;
• interviews at the workshops and with other notable users
to document particularly interesting use cases.
We now consider each of these three kinds of data in turn.
How People Used the Calendar in General

Figure 3. Placing the stickers under to doors.

We gathered application logs from 209 devices that had
actively used our app to interact with some Artcodes
(excluding those from the immediate research team). Some
people may have used multiple devices with their calendars
while others may have engaged with the calendars
(including as purely passive traditional Christmas
decorations) without yielding logs. Consequently, we
estimate a community of around 200 active users. These
209 devices engaged in 2867 scan events in which an
Artcode was scanned, 789 customise events in which digital
content was changed, and 109 share events in which a
digital customization was shared with other devices.
When Did People Use the Calendar?

Figure 5 reveals the pattern of interactions over time,
classified into scan events, customization events and share
events. This shows a few interactions in mid November,
growing over the last week of November, the most use in
the first week of December, but then considerable ongoing
use after that, including some into January. The various
workshops drove interactions, but there is also a notable
spike at Christmas Eve by which point the research team
were on holiday, suggesting that some users continued to
interact with the calendar under their own steam.
400

Figure 4. Customizing the calendar’s digital content

In summary, our Advent calendar was a simple hybrid
product – a traditional paper calendar connected to
webpages and photos – that was designed from the outset to
be physically and digitally customizable by arranging
stickers, drawing stickers, and configuring and sharing
layers of content.
DEPLOYING THE CALENDAR

We now describe how our advent calendar was deployed as
a technology probe and experienced by hundreds of people.
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Figure 5. Use of the app over time
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What Did They Do with the Calendar?

In order to give some insight into the different types of
users, Figure 6 shows the numbers of devices that engaged
in different kinds of interactions with the calendar. 196
devices scanned the default codes. 86 were used to
customize the digital content. 24 scanned custom (i.e.,
hand-drawn) codes. 51 devices were used to share custom
digital content with others while 42 were used to access
customized content that had been shared with them by
others. There are some interesting partial overlaps between
these. There appears to be a generally nested relationship
between scanning, customizing digital content, and drawing
and scanning custom codes. Sharing then cuts across these
categories with devices being used to share default content,
custom content and content associated with custom codes.

codes being customised. The more customised layers
tended to be predominantly either photos or URLs, i.e., fulllayers tended to be customised in a consistent mode.

Figure 7. The compositions of customized and shared layers
User Experience of the Calendar

Figure 6. How devices interacted with the calendar
How Did They Customise the Calendar?

In terms of customizing digital content, of the 789 logged
customize interactions, 437 involved uploading digital
photos while 332 involved pointing a code towards a new
website. In terms of pre-made versus user-drawn codes
91% of all scan events applied to pre-made codes, whereas
9% applied to user-drawn codes. The same percentage split
applied to customisation events, i.e., 91% of customisations
applied to pre-made codes and 9% to user-drawn codes.
How Did They Share the Calendar?

We now consider the relationship between customisation
and sharing. Each column in Figure 7 represents a unique
calendar layer that was shared with at least one other
device. The vertical axis represents the number of codes
that had been customized in the layer, ranging from 0 (an
existing layer was shared) to 24 (all codes were changed to
make a complete custom layer of content) while the colours
show the balance of photos and website URLs in the
customization. 68 unique layers of content were shared (the
number of shared events rises to 116 when we include
layers that were shared multiple times without changes).
Around a third of these involved no customisation, a third
involved just a few codes (1 to 3) being customised and the
remaining third 5 or more. 11 layers involved 23 or 24

While the application logs reveal broad patterns of use, we
need to turn to the survey and interviews to understand how
people experienced the calendar. 36 participants responded
to the survey which asked: Did they use the calendar and
why? Would they use it again? What were the positive and
negative aspects of the experience? Did they customize the
calendar in various ways and if so, how and when? Did they
share it and if so, with whom and why? And did they have
any suggestion for extending it? We recognize that this selfselecting sample of all calendar users may be biased
towards those who had a particular kind of experience, for
example a positive one. Moreover, the anonymous survey
did not identify participants or their relationships to the
researchers so that respondents might include colleagues,
friends, and family (though not the immediate research
team). Our intention is therefore not to make claims about
the quality of the probe, but rather to tease out further detail
that relates to its customization as a hybrid product.
Overall Use of the Calendar

30 out of the 36 respondents reported using the calendar. Of
the 6 who didn’t, several were workshop participants who
may have used it at a workshop but not subsequently. A
couple noted that it had arrived too late in the season, while
interestingly one (P34) claimed to be overwhelmed by the
proposition: “I was overwhelmed by the choices offered and
wasn't sure where to start. It seemed like I should start
sticking the stickers in places of my choosing but couldn't
understand what should guide those choices. I also got the
impression that I could add any content I wanted to each
sticker: this seemed an enormous challenge.”
In order to use the calendar, some level of preparation was
required by all participants. 15 reported making their
calendars in one sitting (including P19 after Christmas
ready for next year), 2 made it on a daily basis, 4 in bursts
over a few days and 3 with a mixed pattern. The most
common reasons for customizing the calendar were to make
something special for family and friends. P18 reported their
motivation to “create a timeline. We then viewed it all
again on Christmas Eve” while P19 wanted to create a

“Christmas memoire to look back at next Christmas”. 19
respondents said that they would use the calendar again
next year, 5 said they would not, 6 said they would but with
caveats (if they had time and/or wifi) while 6 did not reply.
One participant specifically noted reusability as one of the
aspects they most liked about the calendar: “I like that it's
reusable and could be used year after year” (P12).
Experience of the Physical Artifact

Participants generally appreciated the physical appearance
and artwork of the calendar with 11 reporting this as the
aspect they enjoyed most, e.g., “The artwork of the
calendar and app are wonderful! Very much liked the
watercolours and overall style” (P16), though one person
noted that it wasn’t to their taste: “I'm not a big fan of
advent calendars and the aesthetics of the calendar is not to
my taste” (P34).
All participants had to engage in a level of physical
customization by placing the provided stickers under the
doors. Several respondents specifically mentioned the
stickers as a positive aspect of the calendar: “The kids love
stickers, so were very happy to pick one each day to stick
onto the calendar” (P18). However, there were also
occasional frustrations about the “UX” of the physical
calendar and stickers: “If stickers were slightly smaller or
round would be easier to position (P12) and “The doors
were hard to close afterwards” (P20). The lack of an
inherent ordering of the stickers was also an issue for some
(in cases where a digital layer was made to be shared with
others who had their own physical calendar): “At first I was
thinking of making a layer that should be revealed in a
certain order, but that wouldn't work because the stickers
would be placed randomly” (P23). 15 participants reported
going further in physical customisation by trying to draw
their own codes, 18 said they did not and 3 did not respond.
5 highlighted drawing their own stickers as one of the
highlights: “we enjoyed having a go at drawing our own”
(P17). One motivation was to enable the creation of other
interactive Christmas artefacts beyond the calendar: “we
want to make our own greeting cards using them but
haven't done that yet” (P21) and “I made 2 Christmas cards
and put a couple in my advent calendar” (P25).
While drawing was engaging for some, it was a tricky
proposition for others: “I found the instructions to drawing
your own confusing... but I must admit that I didn't spend a
lot of time reading it... and I didn't try drawing one as it
was so hectic at Christmas!” (P10). P10’s comment also
reflects others’ about how customizing the calendar in
general was time consuming: “took quite a while to make it
all work together” (P6). People were also inhibited by a
perceived lack of drawing skill, especially in relation to the
supplied artwork: “My general inability to draw” (P26) and
“it's hard to draw my own when the art already in there is
so beautiful!” (P5). There were some suggestions of ways
to overcome the challenge of drawing while still enabling
customization: “offering in-app purchases or somewhere

the ability to chose from premade art sets for the stickers or some kind of templates that rough in the basic images etc
or what they link to and people can quickly customize /
finish them for a person if gifting the cal” (P16).
Interestingly, P36 wanted to make the calendar frame for
themselves rather than the stickers: “I would like to have
had more sticker sheets so I could make a calendar frame
myself without having to compose the artcodes”.
Experience of the Digital Layer

5 participants explicitly mentioned revealing digital content
as the aspect of the calendar they enjoyed most: “Enjoyed
finding out what each picture was going to take us to”
(P10) and “I like the idea of sharing images, etc. versus
objects or chocolate” (P12). Perhaps inevitably, a few
found the visual marker technology challenging:
“Sometimes took a while to detect sticker” (P2) and
“Sometimes the app wouldn't recognise them and I couldn't
figure out why” (P25), though it appears to have worked
sufficiently well for most. 19 reported customizing the
calendar to point at their own content, 9 said they did not
and 8 did not respond. 5 mentioned enjoying discovering
their own content, e.g.: “wandering around town looking
for images that would be appropriate for each photo/topic
as well as pictures I had on my computer from my home in
the Yukon” (P9). Photos were popular: “Because it was
Christmas I was taking pictures of the city, lights, people,
food, office parties etc so that felt more relevant and
personal to include” (P11), “photos of our family, in a
timeline getting more recent as we went through advent”
(P18), “my own photos from a current artists residency
location in Spain” (P9) and “photos of my wife's works,
watercolour paintings and links to her website and blog”
(P13). While most participants did not have issues with
customising the digital layer through the app, there was a
suggestion for improving the interface: “there should be 2
clear modes: creation and then viewing. The viewing
should be dead simple. Creating new content can be
accessed away from the main interface since it's probably a
one time thing” (P12).
Sharing the Calendar

Finally, in terms of sharing, 11 said they did share the
physical or digital calendar they created, while 21 said they
did not and 3 did not respond. Family and friends were
mentioned as common targets. Sharing could be local (6
participants) by scanning a calendar using a shared device
(which will not appear in the application logs considered
above) or remote (6 participants) by sending a link to the
digital layer, while 3 participants reported doing both.
Several mentioned how they valued sharing calendars with
remote friends and family: “friends who were at different
uni's so quite spread out” (P1), “Those not in my own home
who I haven't seen in ages” (P6) and “I shared it with
people from far away. As a university student, I circulated it
around to other university students.” (P23). 5 highlighted
the positive aspects of a shared experience: “I really liked
receiving content from other people and being able to see

what they'd created” (P23), “Being able to see pictures and
links from my friends” (P2), and “My daughter and I
enjoyed being able to have a special advent calendar
creation moment together” (P17)).
Specific Examples of Use

We conclude our findings with some detailed examples of
specific ways in which people customized the calendar.
The Calendar as a Social Medium
We have already seen above how one popular use was for
sharing memories with distant family and friends. A
university student (a family member of one the research
team) used the calendar to communicate with his friends.
He created his own full layer (24 days) of digital content
comprising a series of images with captions showing
events, funny things that happened over the year that he
knew his friends would be interested in. He observed that it
would have been useful to assign more than one piece of
content per sticker – e.g. three things on each day (“the
good, the bad and the ugly”) – revealing a potential need
for greater support for scripting media interactions. He used
the pre-drawn stickers and assumed that his friends would
choose them in random order (the group did not explicitly
coordinate over how to use their calendars), which further
limited the kinds of digital stories that he could tell to ones
in which individual content could be experienced in any
order. While some of his friends did not appear to engage
with the calendar, he received a full layer in return from one
of them comprising 24 photos that showed what their group
had been up to during the year. He scanned his own
calendar every few days to reveal these layers and was not
interested in the default content.
The Calendar as a Craft Kit

The various crafting workshops highlighted a quite
different sense of the calendar as product – this time as a
craft kit. One such workshop took place at a craft shop over
a period of two hours and involved 5 members of the
public, all female with ages ranging from late 20s to early
50s and from a variety of backgrounds: a business owner
(spiritual coaching), beauty therapist, home maker, data
analyst, shop manager. The primary focus of this workshop
was on physical drawing and making rather than digital
content. Participants spent a large part of the workshop
learning to draw their own codes, experimenting with
various Christmas themed designs. They suggested adding
physical templates that people could colour and embellish
as a halfway house between using provided stickers and
drawing own from scratch. Although not creating digital
layers during the workshop, they raised many ideas
including revealing a gift each day (a mix of digital and
physical experiences), Christmas around the world, getting
ready for Christmas (a suggested activity for each day), a
memory calendar and a ‘craft calendar’ linking to ideas for
craft activities. One participant said she would finish it off
that same afternoon and give it to her teenage daughters
who had complained it was too boring when she had given

them traditional calendars. Another would give it as a
present for her dad (who got a smartphone recently and this
would be a nice introduction to get him to use an app).
By way of contrast our second example focuses more on the
crafting of the digital experience of the calendar and
involved a family who were friends of one of the research
team, comprising two parents in their 30s and children aged
7 (boy) and 2 (girl) who made and used a shared family
calendar throughout the advent period. The activity was
coordinated by the parents who systematically made use of
two digital layers of content, the default one that we
provided and a custom one comprising photos of the
children (always showing both of them) following a
timeline from being babies to present day over the 24
advent days. Each layer was on a different phone – the
default on dad’s and the custom on mum’s (who configured
the content). Each day the children took turns picking a
sticker to put behind the door of the day. They then scanned
the sticker with the dad’s phone to reveal the default
content while the mum quickly associated a photo with the
chosen sticker in the custom layer using her phone. They
did not draw any codes of their own as they did not find the
time but the mum thought that her son would have enjoyed
the activity. In response to the question of whether the
default content is needed she said “I would have been putoff if there is nothing there” and suggested that as a solution
some content from a pre-prepared selection could be
randomly assigned to new (hand drawn) codes.
The Calendar as a Media Campaign

Our final examples concern the use of the Calendar as an
official media channel by various organisations. The
marketing department of our own University became
interested in the calendar as the basis for running a seasonal
promotional campaign, having already had the idea of
publishing a series of blog posts as an online advent
calendar. This inspired them to create 24 posts in which
different members of the University were filmed opening
the calendar, scanning content and then using this to talk
about themselves. Links to these 24 blog posts were
compiled into a full custom layer for the calendar itself and
shared through the app. Our national research funding body
also run an advent blogging campaign, featuring a different
science and technology research story on their website each
day. Again, a content layer was created by them that linked
to the blog posts and was shared via the app.
We also ran workshops at two major media and cultural
organisations who both discussed the possibilities of
creating custom content layers for the calendar. In one case
these might involve themed material from particular TV
programmes. In the second, a custom layer was created
with each sticker linked to a different digitized artwork
from their collection with a suitable Christmas connection.
The University, Research Council and Gallery layers were
made available as ‘featured layers’ on the calendar’s
website that calendar owners could download and try out.

DESIGNING FOR CUSTOMISATION

We now reflect on the experience of designing and
deploying our advent calendar as a technology probe. Our
discussion unfolds in three parts. First we consider the
breath of possibilities for customization across both
physical and digital. Then we consider the end-to-end
nature of customization as different stakeholders along the
value chain for a product add value by customizing it.
Finally, we combine these two ideas in the form of
customization maps that encourage reflection on the various
ways in which a hybrid product might be customized.
Broad Customization of Both Physical and Digital

HCI has a longstanding interest in various forms of
customisation. In an early contribution to the field, Mackay
explored why and how users chose to customise (or not)
software tools in the workplace, documenting various
triggers to customization such as external events (job
changes, office moves), social pressure from colleagues,
changes in software (upgrades, breakdowns), and internal
events (boredom, spare time and sudden insights) [30]. She
also identified barriers such as poor documentation, the
system being difficult to modify, lack of time, the risk of
breaking the system, and being rooted in old patterns. Dyck
and colleagues subsequently revealed how computer games
are a form of software product that supports deep
customisation in terms of players routinely moving
interface elements around, extending functionality through
macros, and also porting mods between games [17]. Related
research has focused on the issue of appropriation. Dourish
notes how people adapt technologies during the course of
practice [16] in order to bridge what Ackerman refers to as
the social-technical gap [1]. Dix celebrates appropriation as
supporting situatedness, dynamics and ownership [15].
Carroll and colleagues considered how processes of
appropriation, nonappropriation and disappropriation
transition technologies between being designed, in-use and
rejected [11]. From the physical perspective, HCI’s turn to
the material and the embodied has led to an interest in
making, crafting and product hacking that may all involve
elements of physical customization of existing artefacts [2,
12, 35, 38]. With specific reference to hybrid (i.e., physicaldigital) products, [8] introduced the Carolan acoustic guitar
that used augmented reality to connect its decorative inlay
to digital documentation of its making and use. Their study
revealed how the research team repeatedly altered the
mapping between its physical and digital aspects as it
travelled between different ‘custodians’, thus customising
the digital content to fit the people and contexts.
We suggest that our advent calendar reveals broad (rather
than deep) customisation, by which we mean it is open to a
wide range of customizations across both its digital and
physical aspects. Digitally, users can select which layer of
content they wish to associate with the calendar at any
moment in time and can also create their own layers and
appropriate (adapt) those created by others. However, they
cannot easily change the appearance or behaviour of the

mobile app (without recourse to the open source code), so
the calendar does not yet support the kind of deep software
customization reported in [17]. Physically, users can
customise the calendar by choosing under which doors to
place the stickers, but can also learn to draw their own
stickers and can make other artefacts, such as Christmas
cards that will work with the app.
Possibilities for Customization

Generalising away from the calendar somewhat, we can
consider the idea of broad customisation as defining one
dimension of customization of hybrid products (see Figure
8). In the figure we have abstracted both ideas from the
literature and specific lessons of the calendar into more
generic terms for customization that might potentially be
associated with a wider range of hybrid products. We have
then aligned these with a dimension that runs from digital to
physical, so that deeper forms of customisation are
generally to be found at the extremes of the dimension.

Figure 8. Broad customisation of hybrid products

At the extreme end of digital customization lies programing
including scripting and the use of macros, while less
extreme is being able to tailor the interface and
functionality [17], for example through using menus of
preferences although including the kinds of deep
customization reported for computer games [17]. Next, is
the ability to change digital content, including uploading
one’s own, which in the case of hybrid products
specifically, includes customizing the mapping between
digital content and physical artefacts as described in [8].
Towards the middle of the dimension we have introduced
digital wrapping and physical wrapping as forms of
customisation. Gift-wrapping is a familiar, easy and
socially important way of customizing products to make
them more meaningful to others and also to show effort and
care in the giving of the gift. Wrapping can clearly be
physical, covering the product in one or more aesthetically
pleasing layers of material and perhaps associating it with a
personal message, something that would be easily possible
when giving the calendar as a gift. Kwon et al. have also
proposed digital wrapping, in which a product (potentially
digital or physical) might be wrapped in layers of digital
media, in response to the findings of their study that both
givers and receivers felt far less engaged through the entire
process of preparing, exchanging, unwrapping, using and
reflecting on digital gifts (digital products given online)
compared to physical ones [26].
Moving into the physical end of the dimension, customers
may configure their product during physical assembly, in

our case by assigning their stickers to the doors. Tangible
interfaces may be open to a degree of assembly [39], which
may provide ample opportunities for customization. Surface
decoration is a common way of customizing possessions,
from wallpapering our homes to stickering our laptops, and
in the case of the calendar also drawing our own stickers.
The emergence of augmented reality also brings new
opportunities to decorate objects with interactive patterns
[7]. Finally, we may deeply craft (or make, or hack
depending upon the context and our intent) the underlying
form, structure, and function of the product [21].
Thus, in seeking to customize a product, or indeed to design
it to enable customization, one might start with an
uncustomized product at the centre of our dimension and
then progressively deepen customisation by moving
towards one or both of its ends.
End-to-end Customization Along the Value Chain

The above discussion adopted a largely technology-oriented
stance to the challenge of customization. As an alternative,
this section adopts a more human-centred perspective,
considering the different stakeholders that can be involved
in customizing a hybrid product and the ways in which they
may add value to it. We propose that, as well as broad
customization, our advent calendar also supports end-to-end
customization, by which we mean that various stakeholders
involved in its production, distribution and consumption are
able to customise it as it passes along the value chain [24,
32] from manufacturer to consumer. Our initial conception
of the calendar was that we (taking on the role of
manufacturers) would create and distribute it to our
participants who (as consumers) would then be able to
customize it in various ways. However, the data returned by
our probe revealed a more complex picture in terms of the
stakeholders involved. First, it was striking how a minority
of customers took a lead role in customizing the calendar
for and with others, for example working with their children
to make and deliver a calendar experience or creating layers
of content for a group of friends who also owned calendars,
as described in the vignettes above. Second, we saw the
emergence of organisations that wished to distribute their
own full-layers of custom content to their own customers,
most notably as part of campaigns. These reflections lead us
to articulate the dimension of end-to-end customization as
shown in Figure 9. This runs along the value chain for the
hybrid product and considers the key stakeholders who
might be involved in customizing it along the way.
Again, abstracting away from the specifics of the advent
calendar, we have labelled this with four, more generic,
categories of stakeholder:
• Manufacturer – in this case our team who made the
baseline physical calendar, stickers and default content.
• Distributors – organisations or individuals who would
customize complete layers of content for the calendar for
the purposes of addressing their own audiences,

potentially also repackaging the physical calendar, e.g.,
the two blog campaigns and gallery layers.
• Prosumers – those people who engaged in significant
customisation, often on behalf of or with others. They
include people who adapted its content for remote
friends, or who worked with their children to customise
the calendar or who even made their own physical stuff.
They include crafters and makers – and possibly hackers
– but also people who engaged in more straightforward
acts of linking the existing calendar to photos or websites
of their choice. We choose the term ‘prosumer’ [34] to
describe people who engage in both production and
consumption to describe this category as a whole.
• Consumers – those who engaged with the calendar
without changing its content or fundamental physical
design or form, i.e., who were happy to scan the stickers
to reveal content that had been created for them. Even
then, many consumers will have engaged in a relatively
small degree of customization by choosing which stickers
to place under which doors.

Figure 9. End-to-end customization of hybrid products
How Customization Adds Value

By customizing the product in different ways, each of these
stakeholders adds various forms of value. The question of
value in relation to products has long been discussed in the
marketing literature. Zeithaml’s review from 1988
considers value from a largely monetary perspective: as
price; as ‘what I get for what I give’; as a trade-off between
price and quality; and as an overall assessment of objective
worth [42]. Later definitions considered the utilitarian and
hedonic values that arise from shopping [5] while
Rintamäki’s study of department store shopping extended
these with the further category of social value [33].
Research from the field of business and management
discusses value chains in which products pass through
various activities – logistics, operations, service, sales and
marketing – that add value to them along the way [32].
Where production is distributed among manufacturers, it is
common to talk of supply chains, with each company in the
chain bringing value to the product. This has been extended
with the notion of consumption chains that consider value
from the customer’s perspective, emphasising the total
product and the overall ‘customer journey map’ [24].
Turning back to HCI, studies of maker communities have
revealed alternative kinds of value associated with DIY
practices including the pleasure of making, personal
expression, and also the potential democratisation of the
production process. Kuznetsov et al’s survey of over 2600
members of DIY communities reveals how they value open
sharing, learning, and creativity above social capital and

profit [25]. Others have argued how hackerspaces are
experimenting with new models of manufacturing and
entrepreneurship that need to be taken seriously beyond
their value as hobbyist or leisure practices [29]. In a
different vein, Kwon et al explored the social value of
gifting products, as described previously [26]. Tannenbaum
has argued that such DIY practices bring the added value of
democratising production [37].
We propose that, as a result of its support for both end-toend and broad customization, our advent calendar speaks to
several of these different kinds of value. It is potentially a
saleable product with monetary value, it delivers hedonic
and social (more than utilitarian) value. In addition, for
some there appears to be value in the DIY creativity of
designing markers and making their own products such as
Christmas cards. These different kinds of value accrue
along a value chain in which manufacturers, distributors,
prosumers and consumers each customize the calendar in
their own ways. In turn, value can also potentially flow
back along the chain too. Consumers may express gratitude
or even reciprocate to the prosumers who shared with them
as part of gifting. Manufacturers and distributers may
harvest ideas for adaptations from the creativity of
prosumers in the manner suggested by Lafreniere and Terry
in their socially adaptable interfaces [27].
Mapping Customization

We bring our two dimensions together in the idea of a
customization map as a way of charting out the various
ways in which a given product offers customization to its
different stakeholders. Figure 10 shows a customization
map for the advent calendar. Breath of customization is
shown horizontally while end-to-end customization is
depicted vertically as a series of layers or shells. The
radiating lines correspond to the different possibilities for
customization, with digital radiating out to the left and
physical to the right. They are marked to show the specific
customization possibilities that are – or potentially might or
might not be – supported by the product. In this case, we
have done this to summarise our learning from the probe
and to reflect on how the calendar might potentially be
redesigned as well as how it was originally made. The
markers (stars) in this example are binary – suggesting
either customizable or not – but could be scaled in various
ways to suggest a level of customization. We have therefore
labeled the map with four types or marker:
• Possibilities for customization that were originally
designed into the calendar. Reflection might consider to
what extent these were successful and should be retained.
• Possibilities that emerged from experience with the
calendar that we hadn’t originally anticipated. Reflection
can consider how these customer-led ideas might be
better and more officially integrated into the product.
• Possibilities that we can imagine adding to the calendar
to further extend its capability for customization.

• Possibilities that – while technically possible – are more
questionable for some reason.

Figure 10. Customization map for the advent calendar

One notable feature of this map is that it reveals how the
calendar provided multiple mechanisms at each layer to
enable both physical and digital customisation.
Manufacturers created the baseline calendar, default
stickers and default content. Distributers were able to add
their own layers of digital content, but might also presticker the calendar (to schedule the content to predefined
days) and could potentially create their own custom sticker
sets. Prosumers could map the calendar to their own photos
or choice of websites, could learn to draw their own stickers
or could craft new products such as cards. Consumers might
choose the order of stickers and which content layers to
make visible. We argue that the population of all four layers
on both sides reinforces the view that the calendar was
designed for both broad and end-to-end customization.
Our customization map also helps us envisage how the
product might be redesigned. The emergent customization
of retailers providing and distributing full layers of content
would be further enhanced with additional tools and
perhaps customizations of the calendar and its wrapping.
Prosumers could be given more support for customizing its
media types and scripting behaviors and be provided with
some simpler project options to get started. There would
appear to be also potential for supporting customized gift
(physical and digital) wrapping of the calendar. And yet is
more or unlimited customization always a good thing? Our
experience of the calendar also told us that some people
found it to be too complex a proposition and demanding of
their time, which may be barriers to customization.
With this in mind, the map also provides an opportunity to
reflect on areas that might not be prioritized. Is it worth, for
example, the significant effort required to make the app
more scriptable and programmable compared to addressing
the challenges of making the calendar more physically
craftable? Might allowing prosumers to hack the app’s
functionality somehow reduce the appeal to retailers of
creating customized and commercially-branded layers, for
example by potentially opening them up to hacking?

Figure 11. The calendar as a retailed Christmas product (left), craft kit (middle) and social media channel (right)
Reimagining Products

This leads us to a final use of customization maps, to help
identify opportunities for new products to emerge out of
existing ones. If we consider the view that the current
calendar is already a complex proposition and combine this
with the example uses that we reported in the earlier
vignettes, we might consider dividing the current product
into several new ones that address specific stakeholders and
that focus solely on the kinds of customizations that they
require. Figure 11 shows three further maps in which we
explore potential designs for such products. The left one
relates to a “story” or campaign calendar as a consumer
Christmas product. The idea is to extend retailers’
customization of branded layers to the app’s functionality
while better enabling consumers to physically and digitally
wrap the calendar as a gift, perhaps personalizing some
content, but with little emphasis on prosumers. The middle
one transforms the calendar into a craft kit aimed at
prosumers who are offered the full breadth of
customization. The product would be framed as a making
kit from the outset and might include greater support for
templates, tutorials and perhaps smaller projects such as gift
cards leading up to the Calendar as an extended project.
Finally, the right one reimagines our advent calendar as a
social media channel to share memories and other media.
This might target a core prosumer who will coordinate the
group activity – a parent for example – making it easier for
them to map content and assemble the stickers into an order
so that group members see the same content on the same
days, and other group members (consumers) to map their
own content in response. To determine if these are viable
products would require greater market research, product
testing and so forth. Our point however, is that mapping
physical and digital customization in this way may
highlight when there are too many possibilities and help to
explore the possibilities for spinning off new products.
CONCLUSIONS

Even though our advent-calendar is a relatively simple
paper-based example of a hybrid product, it has revealed a
wide range of possibilities for customization. We saw broad
customization of both its physical and digital aspects. We
also saw end-to-end customization in which various
stakeholders along its value chain added value. Drawing
these two observations together led to the concept of
customization maps as a way of charting the various ways
in which a hybrid product might potentially be customized.

How might these ideas apply to other kinds of hybrid
product, especially to more technically sophisticated ones?
Consider the motorcar as an example. Cars have
traditionally been physical products. However, over recent
years they have become hybrid products, not only in the
sense of hybrid engines, but also in the meaning of this
paper – that they are now a mixture of physical and digital
materials. The modern car includes a software engine
management system as well as software services for
navigation,
communications
and
entertainment.
Customization has long been part of the motor industry,
from custom hand-built cars, to allowing consumers to
choose their own interiors, fittings and options, to
specialized custom shops. Customization can now be
broadened to include the digital behaviour of the car, for
example configuring different engine settings in software to
provide sports or economy modes, and the possibilities will
only increase as cars become more autonomous, including
learning and adapting to their driver’s behaviour. Applying
the concept of custom maps to a car encourages one to
consider a wide range of possibilities for both physical and
digital customization and also which stakeholders along its
value chain can undertake these. What do manufacturers
customize? What further value might dealers add through
further customizations and what can consumers customize
for themselves? Equally, as car is a safety-critical product,
unlike an advent calendar, what customization are not
appropriate for different stakeholders?
It is beyond the remit of this paper to undertake a detailed
analysis of this or other similar examples. However, by
raising a somewhat extreme example of an emerging hybrid
product we hope to suggest that the lessons learned from a
simple paper-based technology probe may ultimately be
more widely applicable to many future kinds of hybrid
products that will soon enter our lives.
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